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WINTER
WELCOMING

WITH INTERIM DIRECTOR
DR. WINSTON GRADY-WILLIS
With winter comes what is arguably the most difficult term in the quarter system, one that begins and ends so
quickly, and yet, which is so incredibly demanding. Of the seasons, winter is often the least forgiving. As retired
INST Director Dr. Cornel Pewewardy reminded me just a few weeks ago, that is certainly true for legendary political
prisoner Leonard Peltier, whose winter has been painfully long. One of several radical activists who continue to be
incarcerated due to the U.S. government’s counterintelligence program against Black Power and American Indian
Movement activists, his case has drawn international attention—from groups as varied as Amnesty International
and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference—for decades.
This February, Peltier began his forty-third year of imprisonment in conjunction with a 1975 shootout between FBI
agents and Indigenous activists on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation. Two agents and one Indigenous activist
died during the confrontation. Since that time the lead prosecutor for the federal government has joined the call
for Peltier’s release. Nevertheless, when U.S. President Barack Obama had an opportunity to grant clemency in
2017, he did not do so. The following excerpts are taken directly from Leonard Peltier’s February 6th statement to
his supporters. (The full text can be found at this link: https://goo.gl/3RjtDk)
I have had such high hopes over the years that I might be getting out and returning to my family in North
Dakota. And yet here I am in 2018 still struggling for my FREEDOM at 73.
I don’t want to sound ungrateful to all my supporters who have stood by me through all these years. I dearly
love and respect you and thank you for the love and respect you have given me.
But the truth is I am tired and often my ailments cause me pain with little relief for days at a time. I just had
heart surgery and I have other medical issues that need to be addressed: my aortic aneurysm, that could burst at
any time, my prostate and arthritis in my hip and knees.
I do not think I have another ten years, and what I do have I would like to spend with my family. Nothing would
bring me more happiness than being able to hug my children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren.

I have been a warrior since age nine. At 73, I remain a warrior. I have been here too long. The beginning of my
43rd year plus over 20 years of good time credit, that makes 60+ years behind bars.
I need your help. I need your help today! A day in prison for me is a lifetime for those outside because I am
isolated from the world.
I remain strong only because of your support, through prayers, activism and your donations that keep my legal
hope alive.
In the Spirit of Crazy Horse,
Doksha, Leonard Peltier

As we all do the work of learning, teaching and being there for one another, let us take time to remember and
continue to support celebrated freedom fighters such as Leonard Peltier and Mumia Abu-Jamal, but also, the
millions of ancestors on whose shoulders we all stand.
Winston Grady-Willis
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I did not come to prison to become a political prisoner. I’ve been part of Native resistance since I was nine years
of age. My sister, cousin and I were kidnapped and taken to boarding school. This incident and how it affected
my cousin Pauline, had an enormous effect on me. This same feeling haunts me as I reflect upon my past 42
years of false imprisonment…
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POST-

When exactly does post begin? The federal government relocated my tribe not once,
but four times. What about now, since we are over five hundred miles from our
ancestral home, and we measure our blood in fractions as a way to conserve our
culture? Have we earned the prefix of post? Perhaps it’s when our environment
loses the capacity to maintain its sense of endlessness—so for Natives, is it ever
really over? If trauma’s effects, like the slow decay of insecticides in our soil persist
for years, will we see its end in our lifetime? Is post supposed to indicate the
cessation of trauma, a signal to the traumatized that the melee is through, that
there’s no need to keep flinching, so we can drop our dukes any time? Our will to
chronologize buries events deep in the past, ceding its hold on our memory until
their bones boil up with tar. Our will to chronologize has many believing that once
the shock passes and “enough” time elapses, the rosy dawn of a post-traumatic
epoch begins, where we rise from the rubble, rebuilding like actors at the end of a
disaster film. If only it were that easy. Why does salvaging entire cities after a
cataclysm sound more plausible than saving one’s sense of self?

TRAUMATIC

My body is tired, but I feel guilty for letting it rest. I can hear my mother’s shallow
laughter: hah! You don’t know the first thing about tired. My therapist tells me
“There’s no going back, only forward,” which is fine. On paper, progress sounds
great, but what does it look like? I wish it were possible to place recovery on a
linear track, to see its extent stretch out for miles before me like a highway on the
plains. That way I can stop panicking about whether I’m doing it “right”.
What qualifies as trauma? Surely the mass-removal and systematic genocide of
hundreds of First Nations counts, but strangely enough, that part is missing from
our country’s mythos, much less our collective memory. While no doubt traumatic
with thousands killed, we readily labeled the attacks on New York City and the
District of Columbia on September 11th , 2001 an attack on all of America. An
entire nation immediately united in victimhood. When challenged to acknowledge
the rape and murder of millions of Indigenous to make way for the U.S.A, we seem
to move just as quickly, but to cover our ears or point fingers at long-gone pilgrims.

"WHOEVER SAID 'TIME HEALS ALL WOUNDS' MUST
HAVE BEEN SPEAKING BIOLOGICALLY."
If time truly healed every injury, we wouldn’t be so eager to carve it up. One of
many ways we do this is by employing post to strike a divide between two
contrasting eras—pre and post-9/11—but this boundary isn’t so clear to us all.
People think trauma has a short half-life. If you’re feeling gutsy, ask any New
Yorker who was there that day if they feel like they’ve “gotten over it”. For some,
every day is Tuesday morning.

STRESS

I have never been stressed a day in my life. I don’t know what stress is. I was not
trapped by exactly the kind of relationship I swore I’d never get into, because I
promised myself I would never be that guy. I will not have to apply foundation to
the face of a man who bruised both eyes hitting himself; neither will I be faced with
the decision to hit back once this man begins beating me. I will not be entrusted
with the full responsibility for the mental health of this man four years older than
me, and I won’t have to restrain him from splitting his skull on the edge of a
countertop, a table, a bathtub. There will be no need to take him to the hospital on
multiple occasions because of the extent of his injuries. His parents will certainly
intervene to help, they definitely won’t abandon me when his suicidal threats turn
into gestures, and neither will his father suggest we “give it another shot” when
picking up his box of belongings, because I am wise. I am capable. I am ready.
P4 | PDX.EDU/NAS

My mother never married my father but her high school sweetheart instead, to whom she
was engaged before breaking running off with my dad—but this never happened, so I was
never born,and she had two white kids with her nice white husband instead of three halfbreeds with my father. She married a man she’d known for a long time. He is kind, has
blond hair and a nice laugh, and wouldn’t dream of putting his wife in intensive care. My
mother’s worries will never include having enough food to feed her three children on
limited state assistance while their father is incarcerated. She bakes. She doesn’t smoke.
Her children call her weekly. She is happy.
My father was not ripped from his culture at the age of four and denied any access to it
until his early twenties. Nativeness was never scapegoated for his every ill and flaw. It
was not the reason for restraining him and his brother to the floor ofa Pentecostal
church, bathing them in the blood of the Lamb whose fleece was white as snow. He was
given every chance to make friends within our tribe. My father never went to prison. He
didn’t smack my sister around in front of me. He avoided the clutches of alcohol
completely, never once blacked outand wrecked a vehicle, and his health is so good that if
you told him he needs a triple bypass or he’ll die, he’d laugh.
America has finally accepted accountability for the genocide of Natives, the enslavement
of Black people, their cruel placement of whiteness on the holiest of pedestals. Tribes
everywhere have been repatriated their rightful remains which were displayed in
museums throughout the country. Tribespeople can finally afford to move back to
ancestral lands, or perhaps to somewhere different, because the choice to go is finally
ours. I have been going to pow-wows since childhood, having begun a tradition of
communion with tribal spirit at an early age. I never defend myself from whites or Natives
because nobody questions my heritage. We’ve stopped using blood quantum as a way to
define Nativeness. I will never have a crisis of faith because I don’t dissociate from my
environment every minute, allowing me to stay connected to it. Sobriety will not be a
chore because I’ve been granted the chance to be here, and I will always see that through
everything. My family is whole and together. Life is easy as pie.

DISORDER

Imagining disorder is easy, but what is order? I think neurotypicality feels like having
plenty of money in your savings account, and when you check your balance on your latest,
newest iPhone, you smile just like those pretty white women in bank commercials do,
with their straight, white teeth. My teeth are yellow and jagged like pillars of sulfur. I did
not have enough money to open a savings account until I turned twenty-seven. I am not
white, and I have never felt especially pretty.
Most do not consider traumatic stress a mental illness until it disrupts one’s quality of
life. What counts as disruptive? Is it more than distracting, like a sore left shoulder, or is
it worse, the debilitating fear of violence returned? What disruptions are strong enough
to impact one’s quality of life? Is it in finding out that ghosts are real, only they look like
places, not people? Is it the addictions we develop just to tolerate them, the
amphetamines to stay happy, the booze to fall asleep? Is it the immovable belief that no
one could ever love you like this? Intrusive thoughts telling me to leap in front of a light
rail train were intensely disruptive to my quality of life. Having her eye socket crushed by
my father’s fist was severely disruptive to my mother’s quality of life. Being forcibly
removed from the only home you’ve known to be marched across unforgiving prairie was
definitively disruptive to an entire culture’s quality of life. Is there any way to restore
order, if possible, or do we have to create a new one?
To the outside world, these traumas are over. I take medications that reduce my anxieties
to manageable levels. My mother’s skull has healed, albeit with pronounced indentation
above her left eye. The number of enrolled Natives across America is strong and growing.
To survivors—the post-traumatic, the carriers of crosses that go back for generations,
the ordeal is not finished. The federal government still annexes Native lands, drills into
them, poisons them. Addiction still rages like a storm in space. Families die and their
stories die with them.
There is so much work to be done. Recovery doesn’t mean we’ve “made it”. Disruption
and dysphoria are real, are current, and it is all happening while you finish this sentence.
I still catch myself floating away sometimes, like a kite on a string. It’s nice up there. I
don’t want to come back, but body gets restless and reels me back in.
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HANIS COOS

FACULTY
SPOTLIGHT

MEET SARA
SIESTREEM

Sara Siestreem (Hanis Coos, 1976-) is a master artist from the
Umpqua River Valley on the South Coast of Oregon. She
comes from a family of professional artists and educators, her
training began in the home. Siestreem graduated Phi Kappa
Phi with a BS from PSU in 2005. She earned an MFA with
distinction from Pratt Art Institute in 2007. Her studio work is
multi-disciplinary. Her primary language is painting, but she
also works in photography, printmaking, drawing, sculpture,
video, and traditional Indigenous weaving. Her art practice
branches into education and institutional reform.
Siestreem created and runs a weaving program for the Coos,
Lower Umpqua, and Siuslaw Indians. She teaches Studio Arts
and Indigenous Studies Courses at PSU and Community
Education courses at PNCA. Her work in institutional reform
relates to curatorial and educational practices regarding
Indigenous Fine Art. She has been represented by Augen
Gallery in Portland, Oregon since 2010. She was the recipient
of a Ford Family Gold Spot Residency at Crows Shadow and a
Matrix Residency in Missoula, MA. Her work has been shown
at Museum of Northwest Art, Missoula Art Museum, Hallie
Ford Museum, Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art, The Whatcom
Museum of Arts, The University of Oregon Museum of Natural
and Cultural History, Museum of Contemporary Native
American Art, Grants Pass Museum of Art, Crow’s Shadow
Institute of the Arts, The Art Gallery of Greater Victoria, The
Evergreen Longhouse, Newport Visual Arts Center,
Spaceworks Gallery, Littman Gallery, Archer Gallery, Royal
Nebeker Gallery, Crossroads Carnegie Arts Center, COCC,
OSU,1Spot Gallery, Jacobs Gallery, Columbia City Gallery,
Pratt, Mark Wooley Gallery, Modern Zoo, The Life Gallery,
Zeitgeist Gallery, Pip Gallery, and City Center Gallery.
Her work figures in The Bonneville Power Administration
Native Art Collection, Propel Insurance Collection, Crow’s
Shadow Institute of the Art Collection, The Hallie Ford
Museum, The Missoula Art Museum, Native American Student
and Community Center at Portland State, The Portland Art
Museum, and the Regional Arts & Culture Council, Portable
Works Collections as well as private collections around the
world. She lives and works exclusively in the arts in Portland,
Oregon.
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FEATURED
INSTALLATION

CONTINUUM

SARA SIESTREEM

Embodied in this installation is the physical continuum of accomplishment, sophistication, survival,
and reclamation of The Coos, Lower Umpqua, and Siuslaw people.
The baskets at the top of the case are historic pieces, woven around the turn of the last century by
Coos weavers. These baskets are part of the University of Oregon’s Museum of Natural and
Cultural History collection. They embody a cultural tradition, developed over thousands of years
that combine spiritual practice and scientific knowledge with technological innovations that result
in fine art.
The definition of cultural tradition is a practice handed down one generation to the next. It
produces a fluid vessel that grows with each generation through response to the changing nature
of the contemporary world. The historic baskets are reservoirs of that accumulated knowledge up
until the time of contact; through a studied literacy, that history can be read in their bodies.
The baskets figure in our origin stories. We look to them as manifestation of the intrinsic
knowledge of the land and animals coming together through the creative act and urge to innovate.
Each basket is a living spiritual reservoir; carrying the residue of the ceremonial practice that
surrounds their making and that they participate in once they are full bodied.

Fine art is a manifestation of a culture that is living in plenty (Larry Campbell, Swinomish).
In the case of historic Indigenous fine art, the people must be living in harmony and close
contact with the land. The practice is integrated into our day to day life-ways (Greg
Archuleta, Grand Ronde). For us, the Coos, Lower Umpqua, and Siuslaw people, that way
of life and those art forms were disrupted by the occupation of the United States in our
land in the 1850’s. Our cultural arts went into hibernation at that time. The baskets in this
display were the last wave of that way of life.
From the 1850’s through the 1980’s we worked to reestablish our footing in this new
society. It is in this generation that we are reclaiming our cultural lifeways and awakening
our fine art. I, Sara Siestreem (Hanis Coos, 1976) am a master artist and educator from
the Umpqua River Valley in the South Coast of Oregon. My studio work is multidisciplinary. My primary language is painting, I also work in photography, printmaking,
drawing, sculpture, video, and now traditional Indigenous weaving. My art practice
branches into education and institutional reform. I come from a family of professional
artists and educators, my training began in the home. I graduated Phi Kappa Phi with a BS
from PSU in 2005. I earned an MFA with distinction from Pratt Art Institute in 2007. I am
represented by Augen Gallery in Portland, Oregon. My work has been shown in museums,
universities, and galleries and figures in prestigious private and public collections around
the world. I live and work exclusively in the arts in Portland.
Through my work in institutional reform beginning in 2010, I gained unique access to
historic collections of Coos material and contemporary knowledge holders. I began my
study of the technical, cultural, and field aspects of Indigenous weaving in this region
under Greg Archuleta (Grand Ronde) and Greg A. Robinson (Chinook Nation) at the
Grand Ronde Lifeways program in Portland. In the museum’s I studied my own ancestral
weaving culture by way of the Coos baskets housed in the collections of this region.

They carry the DNA of their makers (paraphrased from Trevino Brings Plenty (Mnikȟówožu
Lakota)’s Portland Art Museum Object Story: Little, Cultural, Teapot, Curios Exposes People), the
weavers hair and skin cells (DNA) are embedded in them. Our DNA comingles with the DNA of
the plants. These elements combined make the basket a living being, to be treated as such.
They are a scientific and technological record of Indigenous land management strategies as they
stood prior to American invasion. Where, when, how, and why the plants are gathered and used is
present in the basket. On a microscopic level we could analyze this knowledge and reconstruct an
encyclopedic history of this place. What we know of this embedded knowledge informs our
contemporary practices and leads our political and educational agendas.
They are a socio-political record. That story is contained in the design elements and motif. It can
be analyzed through shared technique from tribe to tribe and or features that recognize Wester
technology or market appeal.
Other factors of this historical record are contained in the provenance of the basket, from its
making up to its present occupation as a teacher in this collection. Just like any one of us, every
day of its life is a story and each part of that is important. All the data that exists and the huge
unfillable holes in that record are the collective contemporary history of this place.
Continued from p.7
taxai loʔloʔ t'see məʰkməʰk kwansəm (huckleberry pie forever) was in my solo exhibition
CLOCKWORK WHITE: light and signs, Museum of the Northwest, 2017
science fiction crawdad trap (we used to eat from the stream) te’ ts’
This basket is a ceremonial crawdad trap made from Spruce Root with mud dye and Red Cedar
bark. The artistic development springs from an important historic document. In our tribal archives
we have an Annie Miner Peterson (Coos 1860-1939) interview in which she gives the Coos word
for many of our traditional baskets and their usage. It had been thought that there are no images
or items that accompany the terms. In my recent investigation of the collection at the Phoebe
Hearts Museum at Berkley I found this document again and discovered it is linked to that
collection (!), however the crawdad trap was not present. It is most likely that this item and others
like it were destroyed during contact, a practice of the United States Government, enacted to
erase us and our accomplishments from the contemporary world.
This basket is ceremonial because it is an exploration of imagination; dreaming, altered states
enacted to overcome holocaust and attempted genocide. I invented it to hold a place in our
technological history where the functional item once stood. It is an object to tell this story, and
others, it is open so that they can all get out. The Red Cedar bark is a material that indicates high
status cross tribally for the groups in this region. It is included to signify that, but also as a
camouflage. When I imagine a trap for crawdads, I think of a stream and making something that
looks like a nice log to crawl into, is it not logical to make it out of that actual tree? The blue black
dye of the Spruce root is a mud dye that we gather were the world began according to our origin
story. Including it here is to visually emulate the shadows of the forest, but also metaphorically to
point to our origin and continual survival. You will also notice that on the base of the basket the
same heart shaped darts are present in the architecture, creating a familial linage between it and
the historic baskets in this installation.
There are also critical political indictments built into this piece. With the overall physical shape of
the basket (reminiscent of a nuclear cooling tower) and the bracketed part of the title (we used to
eat from the stream) I am pointing to the sinister capitalistic land management strategies of our
collective contemporary society. Demian DineYazhi (Dine) says that Indigenous resistance is
ceremony. I am a militant pacifist and my greatest weapon is beauty. This basket is a reflex to
warfare that fights across time. This line in history says that there is evil in our world and its name
is greed and it is trying to destroy our home. Its ceremony is your witness of its presence.
science fiction crawdad trap (we used to eat from the stream) te’ ts’ was in the group exhibition
mamuk x̣alaqɬ iliʔi , Littman Gallery (2016) and my solo exhibition CLOCKWORK WHITE: light
and signs, Museum of the Northwest(2017).
The final row of baskets, the Ceremonial Clam Basket and the cup and saucer were woven by my
student, Ashley Russell (Miluk Coos, 1986). She is a rising artist from Coos Bay. In the material
arts she works in both weaving and beading. Her weaving has been shown in Woven: The Art of
Contemporary Native Basketry at the Archer Gallery, in addition to the mamuk x̣alaqɬ iliʔi exhibit
at Portland State University’s Littman Gallery. In the language arts she excels in Coos language
acquisition and is our premier tribal singer, responsible for leading song in ceremony as well as
teaching our songs to tribal youth. Russell graduated with a BS in Environmental Sciences
from OSU in 2010.
P6 | PDX.EDU/NAS

"Being able to gather and weave with the same plants that my ancestors have, has
awakened within me a great love and respect for my heritage. I want to learn everything
they knew and keep my culture alive through the plants, for they can teach us great things
if we will listen." Ashely Russell (Miluk Coos)
Duuwxap (Water-lover)
This is a ceremonial Clam Basket in the Miluk tradition made from Beaked Hazel Sticks,
Bear Grass, and Spruce Root. The Hazel sticks were gifted to Ashley by Nan MacDonald
(Choctaw), the Bear Grass was gifted by Chief David Brainard (Miluk Coos), and the
Spruce Roots were gifted to her by me from the Nehalem cache. This basket embodies
contribution and the best intentions from all of these knowledge holders. Duuwxap was
used to gather clams in the last annual tribal clam dig in April. Gathering clams with
traditional baskets has not been done in over a hundred years.
Pgiis Chene’nis (Flower’s Edge) and Nohauwitson ta Mitsis (Pretty and Wise)
This ceremonial tea set was made from Sedge Ashley gathered in The Jordan Cove on
the North Spit of Coos Bay. Part of the Bear Grass in these pieces I gathered near the
Coos Salmon Ceremony site and Nan MacDonald gathered near Bandon. Ashley sites her
teachers for this set as Nan MacDonald (Choctaw), the Ancestors, and me.
The political significance of this delicate masterpiece is embedded in the plants, especially
the sedge. It grows in a place that is, at this time, in the greatest ecological threat known
to our region to date.
Jordan Cove (named for fourth generation Coos relatives of mine), is a known village site
for Coos people dating back to the beginning of time. Our ancestors are buried there,
ceremony takes place there, and plants used in our arts, for food, medicine, and ceremony
grow in gardens cultivated by our ancestors for millennia in that place. These features are
irreplaceable and fragile, clearly sacred.

The first collection I investigated was here at the U of O and the historic baskets in this
display were my first ancestral teachers with whom I share DNA. From that work I created
The Hanis Coos Traditional Weaving Research and Education Project to revive the
practice within my tribe. With the support of my tribe and The Evergreen Longhouse, I
opened our tribal field to studio weaving program in 2014. In 2016 the Potlatch Fund and
the Oregon Community Foundation joined that pool of support and our weaving program
continues to grow steadily.

It is made from roots I gathered for the first year of the weaving program for my community which
were displayed at the Oregon State of Craft Exhibition at the Contemporary Craft Museum in
2015. That installation was called CACHE I: WEALTH ITEM and marked the first wave of work for
those roots, as they were a public signifier of our contemporary presence and awakening cultural
practice. They went on to be first baskets for my weaving students and to make the contemporary
baskets you see today. I gathered the roots at the Nehalem State Park under an agreement with
the State. Gaining that gathering permission is an exercise of our sovereign rights.

I wove the middle section of baskets in this display and each one reflects aspects of the
historic baskets above them.

bonita mestiza (t’ᴥ e’xetc) was in the “SgwigwialɁtxw at 20: Building Upon the Past, Visioning
Into the Future Exhibition at the Evergreen Longhouse (2016) and won an award for excellence. It
was also in my solo exhibition CLOCKWORK WHITE: light and signs at the Museum of the
Northwest in 2017. It belongs to my father, John Siestreem (Hanis Coos), (BArch, U of O, 1981).

bonita mestiza (t’ᴥ e’xetc)
This is a new form Spruce root open weave basket with Hemlock dyed contrast. It is
designed for gathering clams but can be used for gathering or storing most anything. The
open weave works like a colander, the sand the clams take on when they are free can
drop out of the basket when they are resting in fresh water. Its overall body refers to many
historic baskets in shape, size, pattern, and material combination, as opposed to a direct
replica of one specific piece. The approximate Coos word for this type basket (open
weave with roots) is t’ (a letter that does not exist in English that looks something like this
ᴥ) e’xetc.
This basket was created without a mold and with heavy attention to binary code, a two
number system used to create both body shapes and motif. The heart shaped flare in the
architecture of the basket creates a stimulating visual sensation but this is a secondary
effect, evident because I used roots that were dyed a contrasting color. This feature is
informed by the historic baskets in this collection and is unique to Coos weaving.

taxai loʔloʔ t'see məʰkməʰk kwansəm (huckleberry pie forever)
The title of this basket is a mixture of chinuk wawa and Coos language to reference my culture
and that of my teachers. This piece is a Coos ceremonial cooking basket made from Spruce
roots, Huckleberry and Hemlock dyes, Sedge, and Bear Grass. I gathered and prepared all the
materials of this piece in the ancestral homelands of the Coos, Lower Umpqua, and Siuslaw
people. The Bear Grass overlay, the special Huckleberry dye, and the diamond motif make this
basket ceremonial. These elements are labor intensive, fragile, and decorative; their inclusion
separates the baskets from household items.
The bear grass (the yellow-white overlay) comes from an ancient gathering site near our Coos
Salmon Ceremony grounds at sea level. This plant is commonly thought to prefer a higher
growing elevation. Its presence indicates an ancient cultivation and when you see it on our
baskets you should read those items as ceremonial.
The Huckleberry dye was created with berries I gathered in the Siuslaw territory to represent the
Siuslaw people who we are banded with today. This is a contemporary experiment and metaphor
for our union. To my knowledge this dye was not typically used, probably because of the
important nutritional quality of the berry. It may be that it was used but the color changes over
time and through mellowing looks like other common dyes. I am using it because of its beauty and
to learn more about its nature and our historic dyes. As Huckleberry Pie Forever changes, we will
gain more information to unlock our baskets.
The sedge that makes up the diamond motif comes from the Umpqua River. The rock formation
of the river bed where I gather it bears this repeating diamond shape. This motif also shows up on
historic baskets thought to be woven by the Lower Umpqua weavers and also one of the Coos
baskets included in the top echelon of this installation. I wove it into this basket to indicate all of
this information.
Further, this is my first motif on a basket and it is homage to Dr. Teri Rofkar Chas' Koowu Tla'a
(Tlingit) 1956-2016. During an induction ceremony in which she danced her Ravenstail Robe into
the Portland Art Museum collection I was inspired to pursue my own weaving tradition. Our dialog
on weaving began at that time and continued until she passed on in 2016. She handed down to
me the basis of binary code as the numerical backbone of weaving. This diamond pattern was the
first time I attempted it in motif. It is the slowest, most difficult drawing I have ever made but also
the most meaningful.
Continued on P.6
From an ecological standpoint, in the immediate, this project utterly decimates the natural
environment of this place. The delicate, complex, and irreplaceable ecosystem of the bay and all
areas this thing passes through and eats up will be catastrophically and irreversibly impacted.
From a cultural standpoint, this place is our classroom, laboratory, library, garden, graveyard and
church. If this project goes through, our ancestral remains will be disturbed beyond repair. The
insights to our cultural history contained in these sites will be permanently lost. The cultural
practices of our people in these sites will be severed. The future of our cultural survival is
indivisible from the land. This project will extinguish that future permanently.
Then there are the predictable upcoming catastrophic natural events, which in my opinion, should
be reason enough that putting a pipeline and refinery in the bay or anywhere near the Oregon
Coast should be greeted with hysterical laughter and turned away at the door.
This area is long overdue for massive earthquake to be followed by liquefaction and tsunami. You
don’t need to be a scientist to know this. You can tell this by the tsunami evacuation signs up and
down the 101. If you put a gas refinery and pipeline through an estuary that is guaranteed to be
visited by hydro+geo disaster, that “seems to me to be an act of terrorism” (paraphrasing Winona
LaDuke (Ojibwe) against this place and its people.

The sedge patch that produced this tea set (and most likely the historic piece in the
installation with the diamond motif) is particularly important. It ranges as far as you can
see in both directions along the hip of the cove. The bed itself is of significant size and
quality. The sedge that comes out of it is an unusual color and of exceptional length and
fine quality. It does not grow anywhere else like this for more than fifty miles in every
direction. This indicates it is the origin garden for Coos sedge weaving. It is irreplaceable
and fragile, clearly sacred.

This tiny tea service, created in the first wave of our weaving revival, by a mother while her three
children play at her feet, is so much more than its understated beauty suggests at first glance. It
may be the last of its kind. This may be the very last basket to come down from the ancestors in
human and plant form since the beginning of human history in this place.
You have seen it now, and you cannot un-see it.
Sara Siestreem (Hanis Coos)

“Veresen, a Canadian energy company, has been working for over a decade on a massive
fuel infrastructure plan called Jordan Cove to export fracked gas from Canada and the
Rockies through southern Oregon and onto ships bound for Asia from Coos Bay. This plan
would include the construction of the 232 mile Pacific Connector pipeline and permanent
95 foot wide clear cut through southwest Oregon’s forests, farms, and salmon filled rivers
including the Rogue.”
-Rogue River Keeper
And for the The Jordan Cove specifically:
“A terminal, built on the North Spit of Coos Bay, would re-gasify the natural gas. The LNG
terminal would be a closed loop system using natural gas to reheat the LNG, this means
additional CO2 emissions which contribute to the greenhouse gases.”
-Umpqua Watershed. Org
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The upcoming, preventable ecological disaster threatening the bay looks like this:

Dr. Robert Ryan teaches in both the Indigenous Nations Studies program and the
Psychology department at Portland State University. His courses include topics of
Native American psychological healing, spiritual and restorative practices, as well
as Tribal Critical Race Theory. Dr. Ryan has a doctoral degree in Counseling
Psychology from the University of South Dakota-Vermillion. He is an enrolled
member of the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe, and was given the name Mato Topa
(Four Bear) in a tribal naming ceremony.

In Honor of our Ancestors

Giving Back

Ancestors hear our voices and respond

Giving back to the people of the Tribe

And give us the strength to carry on

Never knowing what that means

Within our lives we know they see

Just doing the thing that feels right

For them it keeps them living free.

While sharing life that gives some light.

It is the need to grieve the loss

Giving back to those that saw you rise

That we gather to honor all

To the expectations from the wise

The lives that have changed

Get your education to survive

From the way we see it now.

Do those things that show your pride.

Where are the ones we miss today

Giving back is the family way

And they answer in our hearts

Round dance changed to square dance

To thank the ones that really stayed

To carry on to honor them

Children did not sense the change

Who laid their life on the line

In the life we have not left.

Of Native culture left in exchange

So you could live with little fear.

For being in the mainstream change.

They are on the other side

Giving back to stop the flow

To guide us in our sacred life

Leave the dance to Indians old

Of negative stories that are told

To care for them with honor still

Forgot the task of being bold

When our people lived and died

As we truly live and fill our life.

In exchange for being told

And found a life they could abide.

To leave the dance behind the fold.

In many ways this reflects them too

Giving back to heal their pain

By our actions and our moods

Behind the fold was forgotten

Take the bad where there is no gain

Pick up the best from that past

While Indian dance was untold

Fill the gaps with cultural pride

Ancestors left but fill our needs.

Culture left behind the fold

Lakota values have not died.

And forgotten by the bold.

With the ways we talk and act

Giving back we learned the game

We must be sure that we know

Now the bold are looking back

Went to find the ones to blame

They have not really gone away

Bringing the Indian dances back

Came on back to share the same

And live within us day by day.

To strengthen bonds of young and old

That no one needs to live with shame.

While Native dance and culture unfold.

Just look around and see them now

Giving back now feels good

They talk and guide us every day

Unfold with life for all to see

All the relatives gathering round

When we keep their pride and love alive

That dance and culture strengthen me

Young and old up on the stage

Ancestors never really go away, Aho!

To step out front bold and free

To share their life with pride aflame.

Where all can see the strength in me.
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Mato Topa
(Dr. Robert A. Ryan)
Lakota
Indian Dance for Life

Mato Topa

INDIGENOUS NATIONS STUDIES
UNDERGRADUATE SPOTLIGHT

MAIYA OSIFE

KAIBAB PAIUTE
& PEEPOSH

Nu’ neyum neyahunt Maiya Laree Osife. Nu’ Kaivaviits’
nung. Nu’ ney Hopi neyum neyahunt Honanimuynyum. Nu’
neyum peyung neyahunt Cynthia Dawn Osife. Nu’ neyum
kahoon neyahunt Edna Jean Osife. Nu’ neyum tohon
neyahunt Keith Osife (eehype).
I am Maiya Osife, daughter to Cynthia Dawn Osife and
granddaughter to Edna and Keith Osife. I am Kaibab
Paiute and PeePosh, from the Colorado River basin, and
Akimel O’odham from Gila River. I come from the Osife,
McFee and Snow families in Kaibab and Shivwits.
PAH’ OXIN PAH

Being Indigenous to a place which is heavily impacted by
tourism and many other forms of colonization, it is
important to me to understand these policies in order to
remind these agencies to uphold the trust responsibilities
they have with our Nations. As a current cultural resource
and vegetation monitor with the Southern Paiute
consortium, I get to be a part of research that studies the
human impact of tourism onto our sacred areas along the
Colorado River in the Grand Canyon for changes in
environment as well as impact as a result of the Glen
Canyon Dam which is operated by the United States’
Bureau of Reclamation. Journeying down the Colorado
River every June for this work is one of the things I look
forward to the most throughout the year, and is something
that sustains me.
I am currently a student at Portland State University,
concluding my undergraduate studies in Social Science
and Indigenous Nations Studies with an interest in food
sovereignty and cultural resource law and protection. I
come from a line of Indigenous women who endured
boarding school violence on their path to higher
education, so it is critical to me that I utilize Indigenous
research methodologies in my research. Operating from
the understanding that Indigenous knowledge is powerful,
that Indigenous research has the power to be
transformative work, and that transformation has the
power to be healing to Indigenous minds, bodies, and
spirit; I want to look towards research that will contribute
to the healing of my community.
In my undergraduate studies, I look at what impact the
lack of access to traditional foods and medicines has on
Indigenous families living in urban settings, and the role
that public land occupying government agencies have in
repatriating access to those territories ceded to Tribes in
our region. What does it look like to be an Indigenous
person and feel safe visiting a park or natural area? To feel
safe coming to these places to harvest food and medicine?
Concurrent with my studies, I have had the opportunity of
working as an intertribal cultural resource specialist for
Metro, Oregon’s regional government. Working for an
agency that occupies 17,000 acres of parks and natural
areas on ceded lands, I turn to the community around me
to guide the process of beginning to work with cultural
resources at Metro. In listening to both the Urban
Indigenous community in the Portland Metro area, and as
Metro is beginning to build relationships with regional
Tribes, I’ve heard a very clear need to access Metro parks
in a safe, culturally relevant way.

Cultural Resource Policy Building
Prior to my working with Metro, if an Indigenous person
wanted to harvest plant materials at a Metro park a permit
application requiring a fee, western scientific names of
plant species, and expected weight of material harvested
was asked for. In recognizing that these requirements are
barriers to Indigenous people and with clear guidance
from the Native American Community Advisory council to
Portland Parks and Recreation and Metro, we’ve developed
a policy to support permitting the collection of cultural
plants and for accessing place for ceremony use.
It’s mission states:
Metro manages public lands that have a unique
relationship to the Native American community. The public
sites that Metro manages are part of lands ceded from
regional tribes, and we strive to coordinate with the Native
American community to facilitate culturally appropriate
access to the parks and natural areas that Metro manages
on behalf of the public. This may include cultural events,
culturally significant plant material harvesting or utilizing
a Metro park or natural area for ceremony space.

The process for attaining a Cultural Resource Use Permit
does not require a fee, and community members are able
to apply by either submitting an application or simply
starting a conversation with me about what they are
looking for and how my program may be able to support
their needs. I’m grateful to have had opportunity to
support finding practicing space for dance groups,
supported harvesting of plant materials for sweat lodges,
food programs, and youth outdoor education programs. It’s
important to me that people feel listened to and
supported as much as possible when they reach out to my
program for support.
You can learn more about the cultural resource use permit
policy and cultural resource program, as well as upcoming
events I’m coordinating at: https://goo.gl/f6y9Pm

Upcoming
Events

As a river person, I inherited a strong responsibility in
protecting water and land. Prior to beginning my studies
at Portland State, I had opportunities to intern with the
National Park Service, Bureau of Land Management, and
with the Kaibab Paiute Tribe as a cultural resource intern
with the Grand Canyon Parashant National Monument.
Interested in learning the foundations of federal - Indian
law and cultural resource policy, I was interested in the
role of federal agencies in ensuring access for my Nation
to our ceded territories and ancestral lands now bound
within what is known as the Grand Canyon National Park,
among many other National Parks and monuments in
Southwestern Utah and Northern Arizona.

As timing is always dependent on the plants, and therefore always shifting,
I keep the webpage up to date as dates are defined. Upcoming opportunities include:
Camas Harvest and Pitroast
Location: Quamash Prairie
Date: TBD, tends to fall in mid May

Spring Digging Stick Making
Location: Oregon Zoo Education Center
Date: TBD
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WIDE
OPEN
STUDIOS
Call for Applications

2017 Wide Open Studios trip "Coyote Was Going There". | "We structured our annual month-long course around the territory of the Nez Perce, traveling from
Oregon's Wallowa Mountains to Southwest Montana. The stories of the Nez Perce Coyote Cycle provided inspiration for our stories and inquiry. Visiting presenters
included environmental activist Rob Klavins, Nez Perce storyteller James Spencer, artist and poet Daniela Molnar, writer Robert Stubblefield, and artist Maryann
Bonjorni. Thanks everyone!"

Signal Fire announces an open call for the sixth year of Wide Open Studios, our arts and ecology field
institute. This summer we offer a one-week workshop with experimental filmmaking in the Oregon
Cascades, as well as the accredited month-long Summer Immersion, returning to the Klamath
Mountains. The fall features a second month-long immersion trip, centered on the ecological and
social histories of the Four Corners region.

(July 1-28)
Water and Gold: Summer Immersion Trip,
Klamath-Siskiyou Mountains
(September 9-15)
Silver: Backcountry Film Workshop,
Oregon Cascades
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BLOOD QUANTUM

(September 30-October 27)
Red Rock/ Yellow Dirt: Fall Immersion,
Four Corners

When you bleed
Do you bleed cut glass beads?
And does your blood leave your body
On the backs of wild horses
Whose hooves beat
To the rhythm of powwow drums?
Is that rhythm your heartbeat
Pumping your blood
Through veins that map the Trail of Tears
That your ancestors walked?
And are your blood, and your veins,
What exists inside of you,
Held in by buckskin?
When it leaves your body
Does your blood fall soft,
Like eagle feathers,
Whispering in lost language?
And when it touches the earth
Is your blood red?

How to Apply

Signal Fire’s 2018 theme ELEMENTAL looks to the earth beneath our feet: the materials we need, the
minerals we’ve killed for, and the matter we still have so much to learn from. Our programs span the
West, examining how mining has impacted the culture and ecology of diverse communities, as well as
looking at these landscapes through the broad and patient lens of geological time. At each site we
visit, we will consider present-day threats from extraction and exploitation, and meet people who
have dedicated themselves to standing in defense of the Earth.

Our free application is open via our website
(www.signalfirearts.org) February 1- March 31
Please Direct questions to ryan@signalfirearts.org

JORDAN MOLNAR

CHOCTAW, OSAGE, AND CHEROKEE
FROM THE BLIND SAVANNAH CLAN

is a recent graduate of the Indigenous Nations Studies minor
program and is on track to receive her graduate certificate in
Gender, Race & Nations this term.

INNAS MAJOR UPDATE
APPROVES MAJOR TO PROCEED TO FACULTY SENATE FOR VOTE

As many of you know, the Indigenous Nations Studies program has been hard at
work this year writing a proposal to implement an undergraduate major in
Indigenous Nations and Native American Studies at Portland State University,
the first of its kind in the state of Oregon.

As a significant milestone in the process, the Undergraduate Curriculum
Committee approved the major this month and it will now move on to PSU's
Faculty Senate for a final vote on Monday, April 2nd, at 3PM in Cramer Hall
Rm 053.

All are welcome to attend!

RESOLC PETS REHTONA

PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE

WANT TO SHOW YOUR SUPPORT OF THE
INNAS BACHELOR DEGREE?
JOIN US AT THE FACULTY SENATE VOTE!

Join United Indigenous Students in Higher
Education (UISHE) for a presentation and
workshop on powwow royalty crown
making by Jolene Ramirez Soto of 3WS
Generation Beadwork on April 5th. Everyone
is welcome, we hope to see you there!
facebook.com/uishepsu
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Crown Making Workshop

UISHE'S NAIMUMA POW-WOW
47TH ANNUAL | MAY 5, 2018; 12:00-10:00PM | PSU VIKING PAVILION
The United Students in Higher Education (UISHE) student group
is currently organizing the annual Naimuma Powwow which has
been hosted at PSU by the for the past 47 years. Previously held
in the Stott Center, this year will be the first time the powwow is
in its new home, the Viking Pavilion. This event holds great
cultural significance for the Native American students of PSU as
well as the greater community. It provides an opportunity to
come together to celebrate indigeneity, resiliency, and
community through ceremony. Additionally, it can remind
students of pieces of home they may be missing, helping
support their success. Naimuma means family and the goal of
hosting the powwow is truly to emphasize the powerful
relationships we have to each other and how important those
relationships are to our individual and community health.

All are welcome at the Naimuma Powwow and can enjoy their
choice of the many activities that occur over the span of the
day. Traditional dancing and music are the main activities of
the powwow with a variety of types and styles throughout the
day. Other parts of the powwow include a community meal,
royalty crowning, a special intermission performance, and local
vendors with a variety of crafts and products. Overall, the day is
meant to contribute positively to the community, it is a day
filled with healing energy.
If you would like to contribute to the powwow by volunteering
or have questions about vending, royalty applications, or
anything else please contact UISHE: uishe@pdx.edu
Serina Fast Horse | Sicangu Lakota
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"CALLING ALL QUEENS" In honor of past,
present and future royalty. All styles, all ages, all
winners. Each participant will receive a gift.
There are 5 places. 5 honorariums. I just ask you
bring a representation of your title and present
it first Grand Entry with me, as I walk in as
Portland State University Miss Naimuma for the
final time ♡

Miss Naimuma
UISHE ROYALTY 2017

My fellow royalty have done me a great honor
of standing with me in solidarity, always having
each other. Well now I stand for you and want
to end my reign with all of the lovely young
women I call my sisters, aunties, cousins,
friends and relatives. I've had such an amazing
time representing Royalty powwow and
community, it's been such an extraordinary
journey. Hope to see you there and dance the
night away. Also ALL NAIMUMA applicants
please look on the website and look over the
royalty application. Please let me know if you
need further information. As always powwow
country thank you for your love and support ♡
atawashamash -MISS NAIMUMA 2017 KEELI
♡♡♡

Cully Park

Native Gathering Garden
Join us in planting the Native Gathering Garden
at Cully Park! Come learn about this first of its
kind feature in a Portland Park and help plant
culturally significant plants for food, medicine
and ceremony.
Saturday, March 24th, from 12:00-3:00pm
For more information or additional dates and
opportunities to volunteer, visit our facebook
page: facebook.com/inst.psu
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ED EDMO

INDIAN
EDUCATION
BLUES

I remember
how to get a deer
I remember
how to fish
I remember
the stories told by the old
but

spot keeps
showing up
&
my report card is bad
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ED EDMO

I sit down in your
crowded classrooms
& learn how to
read about dick,
jane and spot
but

ED EDMO (SHOSHONE-BANNOCK-NEZ PERCE) IS
AN ACCLAIMED POET, PERFORMER,
TRADITIONAL STORYTELLER AND LECTURER ON
NORTHWEST TRIBAL CULTURE. HE CONDUCTS
WRITING WORKSHOPS AND PERFORMS HIS ONE
MAN THEATER PIECES THROUGHOUT THE US.
VISIT ED'S WEBSITE AT: EDEDMO.TRIPOD.COM

O T H E R

F U T U R E S

F E S T I V A L

EXPLORING NEW PERSPECTIVES THROUGH SCIENCE FICTION
DR. GRACE DILLON PRESENTS ON INDIGENOUS FUTURISMS IN
AMSTERDAM AT THE FIRST FESTIVAL OF THIS KIND

Other Futures is a 3-day festival of
non-Western science fiction. For the
first time in history science fiction
makers and thinkers from different
disciplines and different parts of the
world will explore the potentialities
of the genre together with the public.
Grace Dillon was joined by Walidah
Imarisha and many other artists and
scholars who find themselves at the
forefront of (re)emerging sciences.
A new multidisciplinary festival for
thinkers and builders of other
futures, the festival seeks to
illuminate the potentialities of our
futures. The festival consists of three
days and nights of music, screenings,
performances, readings, keynotes,
debates, masterclasses and
unexpected encounters with the
makers and thinkers and their works.
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NATIVE

WELLNESS
BRUNCH

HEALING FEATHERS, IN PARTNERSHIP WITH UISHE AND KA'ILA
FARRELL-SMITH PRESENTED A DAY OF HEALING THROUGH
COMMUNITY, ART, ACTIVISM AND STORYTELLING.

Storytelling
Ed Edmo, acclaimed poet, performer, traditional storyteller and
lecturer on Northwest Tribal culture, joined Healing Feathers to
present on the community of Celilo, his upbringing during the civil
rights movement in Oregon, and the cultural and environmental
impact of the Dalles Dam project that inundated Celilo Falls.

A Hearty Meal

Ed gathered community members into a circle for traditional
storytelling and had the whole audience participating in the story of
Opossum and how his arrogance lost him his "long, marvelous,
beautiful furry tail."

Healing Feathers hosted a Native Wellness
Brunch, free and open to the community, as
an opportunity to de-stress, connect and
engage with community over food,
storytelling and art. Food was provided by
United Indigenous Students in Higher
Education (UISHE) and was coordinated by
Kevin Thomas.

Connecting with Community
Activism in Art
Ka'ila Farrell-Smith, Master Artist, Co-Director
& Community Coordinator for
Signal Fire and Instructor for the Indigenous
Nations Studies Program, led students and
community members in creating art that
centered on the strength and resiliency of
Indigenous peoples and demonstrated how art
has the potential to act as a form of activism;
challenging colonial power structures and
confronting environmental injustices.
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Healing Feathers hosts a series of student and community events
throughout the year that focus on healthy lifeways and help to bring
awareness to the rising prevalence of youth suicide in Indigenous
Communities. For more information about our mission, connect with
us on facebook or via email at healingfeathers@pdx.edu.

STRONG
RESILIENT
INDIGENOUS
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NATIVE WELLNESS BRUNCH
ED
FEATUR
:
GUESTS

ED EDMO

KA'ILA FARRELL-SMITH

MARISSA NARANJO

Storytelling

Art & Activism

Columbia River Keepers

ED EDMO WITH THE CELILO FACTS

KA'ILA W
ITH THE
LAYERS
Stu

dents go
t to have
experime
fun and
nt with d
ifferent p
rints!
KA'ILA PHOTOGRAPHED THE STUDENTS AS
THEY DRIFTED INTO THEIR OWN CREATIVITY

IDALLIS RIGGS AND JILL SUPPAH GETTING
PHOTO BOMBED BY THE INFAMOUS ED EDMO

AUNA CA
STE

MARISSA NARANJO AND LEO HERNDEZ
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LLON
Auna add
in
Indigeno g her own touch
us Resilie
of
nce
PSU DMS to her
S Shirt!

Spring Course Lineup

FOR INST MINORS AND PROPOSED INNAS MAJORS
NAS 201:
Introduction to Native
American Studies
This undergraduate course
provides a historic and
contemporary perspective on
the social, political, and cultural
issues of the Indigenous Peoples
of North America.

NAS 335U:
Indigenous Futurisms
This course keys in on transnational
Indigenous Futurisms. We explore how
Indigenous science(s) themselves
become “storied” currently but also how
they continue to honor the thousands of
years of conveying science, social justice,
environmental sustainability, and cultural
sustainability by story.

NAS 399:
Indigenous Gardens
& Food Justice

PSY 399:
Native American
Psychological Values

This course examines impacts of
colonization on local and traditional
foods, health and land management
policies and the re-emergence of
Indigenous practices with land,
water, and food systems.

This course will allow students to learn
psychological cultural values that can be
applied in understanding behavior of
Native American Indian People; and
become aware of cultural values that are
currently being demonstrated in the
Native community.

NAS 404:
Tribal Interns
This course connects students with
community partners in an effort to
further academic goals, gain
experience in real-life applied
practices, access career development
skills, and develop culturally
significant programming as needed.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THESE COURSES
OR TO FIND OUT ABOUT OUR SUMMER OFFERINGS,
VISIT OUR WEBSITE: PDX.EDU/NAS

NAS 410/510:
Critical Indigenous
Studies
This course surveys ongoing conversations
in Indigenous critical theory and
Indigenous literary and visual cultures in
order to consider how these transdisciplinary modes of inquiry and
expression represent decolonial projects
that are aimed at critiquing settler
imperialism and practicing alternative
ways of being.

INDIGENOUS
N A T I O N S

S T U D I E S
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student
projects
PROTECTING THE SACRED:
MANCAMPS AND MMIWG
Project By: Gabrielle Van Steenberg
(Pokagon Band Potawatomi)

WHAT'S A MAN CAMP, AND IS IT AS TERRIBLE AS IT
A FEW WORDS?
SOUNDS? IN
without a doubt.

EXA
MP
LE:

A "man camp" is the result of the neo-colonial-capitalist occupation of Indigenous land in the interests of temporarily housing
workers (in the hundreds and thousands) who extract and/or transport resources

FORT BERTHOLD INDIAN
RESERVATION, ND

"the Bakken formation in North Dakota has gone from producing about
200,000 barrels to 1.1 million barrels of oil a day, making North Dakota
the No.2 oil-producing state, behind Texas, and luring thousands of
workers from around the country" (NYT)
"In 2012 the tribal police department reported more murders, fatal
accidents, sexual assaults, and human trafficking cases than in any
year before. The surrounding counties offer similar reports. [...] The
reservation's population has more than doubled with an influx of nonIndian oil workers--over whom the tribe has little legal control." (The
Atlantic)
Violent crime against Indigenous
women spikes near man camps

VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN IN MANCAMPS

Man Camps in ND increase numbers of registered sex offenders living in the state (ABC News)
"North Dakota's Uniform Crime Report shows that violent crime has increased 7.2 percent, while 243 reported rapes
occurred in 2012 - an increase from 207 in 2011. According to the Bismark Tribune, Attorney General Wayne Stenehjem
stated that 12 of the state's top oil-producing counties accounted for much of that crime" (Honor the Earth)
"People got angry with me when I began to call attention to the prostitution that takes place during the rally." [Nancy
Niles, Oglala Lakota] says. "People prefer to keep their heads in the sand in order to protect the economic injection that
the rally brings." (ICT)
"Victim advocates from the Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara Nation - a native nation that becomes ground zero for the
increase in violent crimes that accompanied the boom - have reported a doubling, and in some instances a tripling, in the
number of calls that victim-service providers receive for domestic violence, sexual assault, and sex trafficking" (Boston
Globe)
"Bea Hanson, principal deputy director of the Department of Justice's Office on Violence Against Women, stated in 2014:
'Local and tribal victim-service providers have been overwhelmed with the increase in domestic violence and sexual
assault victims coming forward and needing help." (Boston Globe)
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continued
MISSING AND MURDERED
INDIGENOUS WOMEN AND GIRLS
"A national study authorized
by Congress found that
between 1979 and 1992
homicide was the third
leading cause of death
among Native females aged
15-34, and that 75 percent
were killed by family
members or acquaintances"
(Indian Country Today)

INDIGENOUS WOMEN
ARE MOST TARGETED
Indigenous women are 2.5 times more
likely to be sexually assaulted than white
women
The perpetrators are overwhelmingly
non-Indigenous
Past court cases have limited tribal ability
to prosecute non-Indigenous people

"NOT A CRIME TO GO MISSING"
Artwork: Maxine Noel

"Police forces don't have to report missing Indigenous women to the national COMPLETE DATA ON MMIW DOES
statistics agency." (CBC)
NOT EXIST
"We don't have data on missing women," said Silver. "It's not a crime to be missing" (CBC)
"Long-standing prejudice against Native people in the Dakotas contribute to a laissez-faire attitude by the public and law
enforcement when it comes to pursuing perpetrators of sex crimes against Native women." (ICT)
"Missing and murdered Native women are a non-story in this country. You really don't hear about them unless you
happen to know the family. Officially, these cases seem to get brushed under the rug. No one wants to talk about them."
[Carmen O'Leary, coordinator of the Native Women's Society of the Great Plains in South Dakota] said." (ICT)
"They treat Mother Earth like they treat women...They think
"THEY ARE THE CANARIES. WE ARE ALL
they can own us, buy us, sell us, trade us, rent us, poison
LIVING IN THE MINE." (WASHINGTON POST)
us, rape us, destroy us, use us as entertainment and kill us.
I'm happy to see that we are talking about the level of violence that is occurring against Mother Earth because it equates
to us [women]. What happens to her happens to us... We are the creators of life. We carry that water that creates life just
as Mother Earth carries the water that maintains our life. So I'm happy to see our men standing here but remind you that
when you stand for one, you must stand for the other." (Honor the Earth)

GENERATING AWARENESS
Use the hashtags:
#NoMoreStolenSisters
#MMIW & #MMIWG
#ProtectTheSacred
#NotInvisible
#ProtectHer

Save Our Sisters: using art to raise awareness for MMIW
REDress Project: Photography project to raise awareness for MMIW using red
dresses to represent a missing or murdered First Nations woman
Amnesty International No More Stolen Sisters: "Becasue every year women from
Fort St. John travel to Ottawa with a banner listing the missing and murdered
women and girls in their community--and every year the banner includes more
names."
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student
projects
LOOKING FOR A BABY DADDY:

HOW BLOOD QUANTUM AFFECTS NATIVE
AMERICAN COMMUNITIES

Project By: Denise Wickert
(Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation)
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"THE CHECK LIST"
Must be and/or have, one or more of the following:

Attractive
Clean
Clean Appearance
No facial hair
Independent
Confident
Empathetic
Good credit score
Good sense of humor
Healthy Relationship
Goal Oriented

Values family
Values learning
Good work ethic
Taller than 5' 6" (That's
how tall I am)
Mechanically inclined
Intelligent
Generous
Humble
Common interests
No Drama

Adventurous
Kind Caring
Able to cook
Communication Skills
Integrity
Affectionate
Ride or die
Genuine
Honest Respectful
Loyal
Trustworthy

EVEN WITH ALL OF THESE QUALITIES; IF HE IS NOT FROM A
FEDERALLY RECOGNIZED TRIBE HE CAN'T
AND HERE IS
BE CONSIDERED

WHY

"WHAT IS BLOOD QUANTUM?"

"The BIA defines Indians as people who are members of federally recognized tribes, but some Indian
people do not belong to recognized tribes. The government counts as Indian those people who have
(depending on the purpose) one-half or one-quarter ancestry, but degree of ancestry, or 'blood,' in itself
might not be sufficient for membership in some tribes, and in some cases may not be required at all for
membership." (Calloway 622)

"LIKE A
TEMPORARY
LEASE
AGREEMENT"

"Blood quantum was created to be nothing less than mathematical ethnocide,
defined here as the killing of a people's cultural identity" (Wilkins 210)
"The idea was that the United States would continue to uphold treaty promises for
health education, land protection and the like, but only until the Indians were down
to one-quarter Indian blood. At that point, the governmnet could stop paying for
their new lands, water, gold, and silver" (Shown Harjo 78)

Enforcing a strict biological definition of "Native" reduces the number of Native people who demand individual
and collective rights, seek continued recognition of treaties, and serve as a reminder that the United States still
exists in a state of colonial domination." (Kiel 90)
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continued
HISTORY OF BLOOD QUANTUM
A TABLE ON BLOOD
QUANTUM, BIA
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Determined by location and
appearances
Did not take into account
migrating families
If you were not counted, you
were out
Eventually given to Native
Nations during the Self
Determination Act
U.S. Requirement 1/4 Indian
blood

WHY IS BLOOD QUANTUM USED?

Enrollment with Native Nations
Benifits an enrolled member may have are per capita payments, health care, education, housing, social services,
employment preference, hunting, fishing, gathering, grants, scholarships, legal aid, access to cultural education, and
political support/involvement

WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS WITH BLOOD QUANTUM
“For Seneca people, and for many other Native peoples, who you select as a partner and have children with
has a tremendous impact on the children themselves and the Nation as a whole.” (Logan 26)
“So for many Native Peoples in Turtle Island, once an individual falls below the 25% or other established
threshold, they are no longer consider[ed] eligible for membership or citizenship. If you follow the strategy to its
intended conclusion, in as little as three generations it is possible for Indigenous individuals to be denied an
opportunity to be a recognized member or citizen of their nation” (Harry 99)
“Unless this lethal shared mindset is rejected in favor of tending and healing traditional relationships, Native
peoples will continue to struggle with self-definition until they mathematically cease to exist according to the
standards they, themselves, have chosen to embrace” (Wilkins 211)

TERMS TO BE FURTHER EXPLORED...
Racialization: The process of ascribing ethnic or racial identities to a relationship, social practice, or
group that did not identify itself as such
Biocolonialism: -Bio: Life -Colonialism: the policy or practice of acquiring full or partial political control
over another country, occupying it with settlers, and exploiting it economically
Ethnocide: the deliberate and systematic destruction of the culture of an ethnic group
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FEBRUARY 25 & 26 | NAHAAN AND AANTEIN

INTRODUCTIONS, ŁINGÍT WAYS OF
THINKING, ŁINGÍT HARVESTING
METHODOLOGIES.
NAHAAN
Nahaan came in from Seattle to ŁINGÍTIZE
the Portland area with good knowledge. He
came in with his language student who is
currently helping him assist all his classes he
is hosting in Seattle she has been practicing
the language for a solid four seasons.
He went over ŁINGÍT TUNDATAANEE
which is ŁINGÍT Thinking. He also did a
presentation on traditional poke and stitch
tattoo revitalization and what it means to
him. See more on his website on what
Nahaan is up to.

THIS WAS A COMMUNITY FUNDED EVENT, HOSTED BY
GINGER MCCORMICK AND MAIYA OSIFE.
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TO SEE WHAT NAHAAN IS UP TO OR
TO CONNECT WITH HIM ON SOCIAL
MEDIA, VISIT HIS WEBSITE:
WWW.KILLERWHALESTANDSUP.COM

YUP'IK!
HERITAGE HIGH SCHOOL POWWOW
VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON
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BRINGING YUP'IK
NATION TOGETHER
TO DANCE
MICAILA TAYLOR BROUGHT A
SONG TO THE GROUP TO
PERFORM FOR ABE AND ALL
HIS GOOT WORK
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TWO RAVEN
DANCERS
EVA ANGUS DAUGHTER OF LUKAS
AND ERIN ANGUS AND GINGER
MCCORMICK BOTH OF WHICH
ARE IN THE ALASKAN NATIVE
SISTERHOOD
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JOIN US AT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING DAYS:
APRIL 13
APRIL 20
APRIL 27
MAY 4
MAY 11
MAY 25
JUNE 8

Weekly
Craft Circle
HEALING FEATHERS
& UISHE

Join us for our weekly craft circle where we gather as a
community for crafting with good conversation and
good people.
For more information, email Idallis Riggs at
iriggs@pdx.edu.
PSU Native American Student & Community Center,
710 SW Jackson St.
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NASCC 150
NASCC 150
NASCC 150
NASCC 150
NASCC 150
NASCC 150
NASCC 150

Course Planning Guide For Students:
For the INST minor you need:
NAS 201 Intro to Native American Studies (4cr.)
NAS 404 Cooperative/Education Internship (4cr.)

+24

Credits of Pre-Approved
or Advisor Approved 300
and 400 level courses

For the INNAS proposed major, you will need:
Core Courses (24 credits)

NAS 201 Intro to Native American Studies (4cr.)
NAS 344 Indigenous Women Leadership (4cr.)
NAS 346 Contemporary Issues in Indian Country (4cr.)

NAS 392 Indigenous Ways of Knowing (4cr.)
NAS 426 Tribal Critical Race Theory (4)
NAS 442 Decolonizing Methodologies: Insurgent Research/Indigenous Education (4)

Experiential Learning requirement (8 credits)
NAS 404 Cooperative/Education Internship (4)
NAS 407 SEM: Traditional Ecological Healing Practices (4)

+24

Credits (of which 8 or more
credits need to be NAS courses;
no more than 4 credits may be
lower-division)

Pre-Approved Electives:
NAS 301 Intro Native American Languages (4)
NAS 306 Red Power (4)
NAS 334U TOP: Indigenous Cinema (4)
NAS 335U TOP: Indigenous Futurisms (4)
NAS 342 Indigenous Gardens and Food Justice (4)
NAS 348 Indigenous Practices for Environmental Sustainability (4)
NAS 399 SPST: Indigenous Sciences; Queer Indigenous Studies;
Urban Indians; Native American Politics & Activism; Native
American Music (4)
NAS 410 TOP: Decolonizing via Indigenous Art (4)
NAS 411 Nationhood: Tribal Sovereignty, Governance & Policy (4)
NAS 417 Language Maintenance & Revitalization (4)
CHLA 313U Chicana/Latina Experience (4)
CHLA 331 Barrio Culture: Art and Literature (4)
CHLA 340 Mayas, Aztecs and Chicanos (4)
CHLA 375U Southwestern Borderlands (4)
PSY 410 Native American Psychological Healing (4)

ANTH 314U Native Americans (4)
ANTH 320 Native Americans of the Northwest Coast (4)
ANTH 417 Advanced Topics in Native American Studies (4)
ANTH 422 Contemporary American Indian Policy (4)
ANTH 456 Issues in Cultural Resource Management (4)
HST 330U Native Americans of Eastern North America (4)
HST 331U Native Americans of Western North America (4)
HST 349U United States Indian Policy (4)
SW 465 Introduction to Indian Child Welfare and Indian
Child Welfare Act (4)
SYSC 350U Indigenous and Systems Perspectives on
Sustainability (4)
BST 326U Cuba, Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico (4)
ENG 309U American Indian Literature
PS 432 Great Tribal Leaders
ELP 410 Nonviolence, Sustainability & Education: Gandhi’s
Philosophy in Practice
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8102
RETNIW

INDIGENOUS
Nations Studies

WANT TO SUBMIT CONTENT FOR OUR NEXT EDITION?

NATIVE AMERICAN STUDENT & COMMUNITY CENTER ROOFTOP GARDEN

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: PDX.EDU/NAS
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